A semi-automated algorithm for studying neuronal oscillatory patterns: a wavelet-based time frequency and coherence analysis.
In many experimental designs, animal observation is associated with local field potential (LFP) recordings in order to find correlations between behavior dynamics and neuronal activity. In such cases, relevant behaviors can occur at different times during free-running recordings and should be put together by the time of analysis. Here, we developed a MATLAB semi-automated toolbox to quantitatively analyze the temporal progression of brain oscillatory activity in multiple free-running LFP recordings obtained during spontaneous behaviors. The algorithm works by selecting LFP epochs at user-defined onset times (locked to behavior, drug injection time, etc.), calculates their time-frequency spectra, detects long-lasting oscillatory events and calculates linear coherence between pair of electrodes. As output, it generates several table-like text and tiff image files, besides group descriptive statistics. To test the algorithm, we recorded hippocampus and amygdala LFPs from rats in different behavioral states: awake (AW), sleep (SWS, slow-wave sleep and REMS, rapid-eye movement sleep) and tonic-clonic seizures. The results show that the software reliably detects all oscillatory events present in up to seven user-defined frequency bands including onset/offset time and duration. It also calculates the global spectral composition per epoch from each subject and the linear coherence (with confidence intervals) as a measure of spectral synchronization between brain regions. The output files provide an easy way to do within-subject as well as across-subject analysis. The routines will be freely available for downloading from our website http://www.neuroimago.usp.br/BPT/.